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In this paper we consider sorting on a concur- 
rent-read concurrent-write (CRCW) PRAM when 
the input is “roughly sorted”, that is, ;he keys 
which are to be close to each other after sorting 
are already not too far from each other. The 
relevant measure of presortedness of the input is 
its radius defined in Section 2. We devela)p an 
algorithm using n processors to sort n keys in 
time S(!og k), where ic < n is the radius of the 
input sequence. The max-prefix problem of com- 
puting the prefix for the operation of taking the 
maximum is considered also, and it is shown that 
this problem can be solved in time @(log k) for 
the sequences of radius k. 

In the sequel of this section a short review is 
given of g&icrai compiexity resuits concerning 

. 
sorting an d prefix computatio ailed 
description and properties of C s the 
reader can refer to [7]. 

There are two known algorithms to sort n items 
using n processors in time 0(&g n). The first one 
is imp5ej Gy ;1Liz AKS swtiq network of tai et 
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al. [l]. The second one, especially tailored for 
PRAMS, is the mergesort of Cole [$I. These results 
are close to optimal because of almost matching 
lower bounds. Namely, a lower bound of 
&(log n/log log n) for sorting n items with a 
polynomial number of processors on a CRCW 

M was proved by Borodin and Hopcroft [6]. 
tight bound Q(log n/log 2p/n) to sort n 

items using p > n’ processors was proved for the 
parallel comparison model (see [2] and [4]). Cole 
[g] gave a CRCW algorithm running within time 
@(log n/log log 2ph) for 2n <p < n2. 

The parallel prefix-computation problem is the 
following. Let X be a finite set with a binary 
associative operation 0. For a given sequence 
a,,..., a, E X. stored in an array, compute the 
sequence 

x1 = a,, X2 “-in, 0 a2,..., 

xi=a, 0 --- 0 a,. ,..., x,,=a, 0 --- 0 a,. 

There is a standard method to compute the prefix 

20- oiland) 
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Clearly this is a subproblem of the prefix compu- 
tation where the binary operation is the integer 
addition. The relevant Q(log n) lower bounds were 
proven by Meyer auf der Heide and Reischuk 1151, 
Farberry ji6j aiid iif%iiW iSI. 

The general lower bounds do not exclude a 

possibility of sublogarithmic time: f3 sort or com- 
pute the prefix for certain special cases. In this 
paper we JGVC~~~ A---+n a sorting algorithm which has 
an @(log n) time worst-case performance, but 
which has a sublogarithmic behavior on roughly 
sorted sequences. A similar result is shown for the 
max-prefix problem. 

Various approaches to sorting almost sorted 
sequences can be found in the literature. Among 
them there are those of general presortedness 
studied by Estvil-Castro and Wood [9], Mannila 
[13] and Mehlhom [14], and more specific roughly 
sortedness studied by Altman and Igarashi [3] and 
Igarashi and Wood [ll]. For this paper the notion 
of a roughly sorted sequence will be relevant. 

Let (~=(a~,..., a,,) be a sequence or n items 
from a set with a linear ordering < . The sequence 
cy is said to be k-sorted, if for all 1 < i, j < , such 
that j - i > k the relation ai < aj holds, where 
k < n. Define the radius of a to be the smallest k 
such that (Y is k-sorted. We refer to sequences with 
a radius k = o(n) as to roug/rly sorted ones. In the 
sequel we develop a CRCW PRAM algorithm 
using n processors to find the radius, say k, of a 
sequence cy and then sort iy in time @(log k). This 
algorithm is of compl exit-y O(log n) in the general 
worst case, but is faster for roughly sorted se- 
quences. 

2.1. Some special prefix computation 

Let a = (a,,..., a,,) be a sequence of items. 
Consider the max-prefix problem, that is comput- 
ing the efix --- for ar and the biuar-y speratton 

max( x, of taking the greater element among x 
and y. 

. I’J” a sequence QL has radius k, then the 

max-prefix for (Y can be solved 6~ time @(log k ) on 
a CRC W FRA PA using n processors. 

oaf. Let (x be stored in the array A[l.. n]. Con- 
cirl~r thP fnllnwino aloorj~~__~_: “*“II .=I” *VII” . . “‘b -‘a 

r each processor i in 
(2) for r := 0 TV log n 

is sorted in a nondecreasing order 

en A[ i] := max( A[i], A[i - 2’1) 

The instruction exit in the above algorithm can be 
performed in constant time by a CRCW with n 
~ocessors. Therefore the overall time is propor- 
tn >nal to the number of iterations of loop (2) until 
A[l..n] is sorted. 

For each 1 < i < n, let mi < i be such that 
A[mJ is maximal in the initial array A[l..i]. We 
prove by induction on i - mi that if i > mi, then 
after at most [log( i - mi)] + 1 steps A[i] stores the 
initial value A[mi]. If i - mi = 1, then this is clear. 
Suppose that i > mi + 1 and let r > 0 be such that 
i-2’ami but i-2’+‘<mi. Then (i-2’)-mi 
<i- mi and, by the inductive assum”ytion, A[ i - 
27 stores the original value A[mi] after ]log(i - 2’ 
- mi)] + 1 < [log(i - m,)J + 1 steps. From this it 
follows that if k is the radius of cy, then after 
[log k J + 1 iterations loop (2) will terminate and 
A[ Ln] will store the prefixes. u 

2.2. Finding the radius 

Let ar=(a,,..., a,,) have radius k. Define the 
sequences p=(i, ,,..., b,) and y=(c ,,..., c,,) as 
Follows: bi = max{ aI, . . . , ai), C. = min{ ai, 
. . . , a,, }. Observe that /3 and y are n&decreasing 
and C, < bi. Finally consider 6 = (d,, . . . , d, ), 
where di = max({i -j: Ci < bj} U (0)). It was 
proved by Altman and Hgarashi [3] that the radius 
of (11 is the same as the largest element among 
d ,, . . . , d,. Observe that computing p is the max- 
prefix pro&m and that y can be found SiiKikljr 
in time U(log k). Then the sequence S can be 
found by the doubling-like method in time 
O(!og k). at ret&ns is fin ing the maximu 
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~a 2. Suppose that the array C[l..n] stores n 
integers from the range [I . . n]. Then the maximum 
value, say m, stored in C can be ,fw& i,‘~ title 

@(log .w ) by a CRCW using n processors. 

. Consider the following procedure: 

each processor i ii 

for each 1 <i<n 

else r := r + r 

After its completion, the number r satisfies the 
following inequality: 2’ < m < 2’+’ Now the ex- 
act value of m can be found by a similar binary 
search in the interval [2r..2“:‘]. •I 

This shows that the radius, say k, of a sequence 
a= (a r, . . . , a,) can be found in time @(log k) by 
a CRCW with n processors. 

2.3. Sorting 

In this subsection we prove the following main 
theorem. 

3. There is an algof lthm on a CRCW 
PRAM using a linear number of processors which 
sorts each sequence a in time @(log k ), with k the 
radius of (Y. 

1’0 prove it we consider algorithm roughsort 
defined below. It uses the algorithm mergesort of 
Cole. Mergesort, if applied globally, has time com- 
plexity @(log n). Vl’e use it locally on separate 
portions of the array, which depend on the radius 
of the sorted sequence. 

Suppose that ar = (a,, . . . , a,) has radius X. -We 
can divide cy into blocks as follows: 

A, = (a,,..., a,), 

B1(ak+i,..., azk j,... 

.0. 

Ai=(a 2(r-1)k-kl9”‘9 a2(i-I)k-r-k ’ 1 

Biz ta2(i-l)k+k+*9.*., a2(i)k),... . 

The last block may have fewer than k elements. 
Denote by AiBi or Bi Ai+ 1 the concatenation of 
the respective sequences. 

fe the radius k of (Y and partition U! into 
blocks Ai and Bi; 

2. Sort each AiBi in parallel using mergeson; 
3. Sort e&h BiAi+, in parallel using mergesort. 

It is clear that the algorithm operztes 
time @(log k). It remains to show its corre 
First let us observe the following useful fact. 

. If a = (al,..., a,,) is k-sorted and some 
ai and aj are interchanged, for i <j and ai > aj, 
then c~ remains k-sorted. 

Since each sequence can be sorted by consecu- 
tive transpositions, it follows from the above 
lemma, that after step 2 of the algorithm, if ak > 
a,,, for k K m, then there is 1 < i < n such that 
akEBi and a,EAj+,. Hence after step 3 of the 
algorithm the input is sorted. This completes the 
proof of correctness of roughsort, and hence the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
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